
Chart of Plaintiff’s Written Court Statements Alleging  
That Defendant Moskovitz is Blogger “Datruthsquad” 

 
 

The Township’s Brief in Support of Plaintiff’s Application to Vacate the Order to Show Cause  

(August 3, 2007) 

Township’s assertions that Defendant Moskovitz is blogger 

“datruthsquad” 

Evidence introduced in support of the 

allegation that Defendant Moskovitz 

is blogger “datruthsquad” 

“Defendant has also discussed the various aspects of this matter 
on his internet blog, “daTruthSquad” and in newspaper articles 
published in ‘The News Transcript.’”  pp. 6-7. 

None. 

“Regarding Defendant’s internet blog, ‘daTruthSquad,’ 
Defendant uses the anonymous forum to dissect the specific 
allegations asserted against him, offering his opinion and 
analysis of the validity of each claim.” pp. 7-8. 

None. 

“Defendant further uses the blog to accuse various Township 
officials of improper motives and repeatedly threaten the 
Township with a retaliatory lawsuit.”  p. 8. 

None. 

“In violation of this Order, Defendant posted an entry in his 
internet blog proposing his future success in defending this claim 
and in recovering significant damages from the Township: ‘Da 
Mosked Man had his day in court, and on a sunny morning he 
was vindicated of all charges against him in da case of da Dreyer 
path after a judge threw da case out claiming it lacked any merit.  
Da Mosked Man decided to spend his afternoon personally 
serving Manalapan’s Township administrator filing a $100 
million dollar defamation lawsuit against da town.  He made 
even bigger news by personally serving da King during a 
township committee meeting!’” p. 9. 

None. 

“[U]pon information and belief, Defendant discusses various 
aspects of this litigation on his internet blog, “daTruthSquad.”  p. 
15. 

None. 

“On May 18, and May 23, 2007, Defendant dissects the specific 
allegations asserted against him, offering his opinion and 
analysis of the validity of each claim.”  p. 15. 

None. 

“In ‘Da BACONHEAD of Da Week!’, Defendant tells his side 
of ‘da story.’”  p. 15. 

None. 

“In ‘DaTruth or Da Consequences,’ Defendant states that by 
commenting in the newspaper articles, ‘Da Mosked man used da 
Snoozer to his advantage – drawing a line in da tabloid sand.’”  
pp. 15-16. 

None. 

“He asserts that ‘Da Mosked man’s claims, now in print, can all 
be used against him in a court of law,’ after which, he lists those 
claims, providing his legal analysis.”  p. 16. 

None. 



 

“Defendant writes on July 12, 2007, that neither the Township 
nor the News Transcript had mentioned the matter in 
approximately two months.” [quote omitted].  p. 16. 

None. 

“ . . . Defendant’s recent communications coupled with his 
attacks on Township officials posted on his blog, 
‘daTruthSquad,’ betray a mental instability and dangerous 
fixation on elected and appointed Township officials.”  p. 41. 

None. 

“Defendant’s specious claims and harassing threats permeate 
throughout his letters and blog entries, clearly demonstrating that 
the Court should not permit Defendant to continue his blatant 
disregard of the Rule’s Prohibition on direct communication 
with a represented party.”  p. 46. 

None. 

“. . . Defendant’s writings are the agitated ramblings of a 
seemingly unstable person.  We will not repeat in full here each 
entry in its entirety; however, the following excerpts are 
illustrative of Defendant’s strange obsessions and delusional 
view of the facts and purpose of this litigation.”  pp. 46-47. 

None. 

“Defendant refers to various Township officials by derogatory 
nicknames and to himself as ‘da Mosked man.’”  p. 47. 

None. 

“On July 3, 2007, Defendant called ‘Drew ‘Citizen King’ 
Shapiro’ his ‘arch enemy’ and threatened to file a costly lawsuit 
against the Township in retaliation for the Township’s institution 
of this action.” [quote omitted].  p. 47. 

None. 

“On July 12, 2007, Defendant articulated his admiration for 
himself for writing an editorial guest column in the News 
Transcript and once again threatened a lawsuit against the 
Township.” [quote omitted].  pp. 47-48 

None. 

“On July 20, 2007, after this Court enjoined Defendant from 
further public communications regarding this lawsuit, Defendant 
created a fictitious future scenario, again threatening to bring a 
claim for substantial damages against the Township.” [quote 
omitted].  p. 48. 

None. 

 
 

Certification of Daniel J. McCarthy 

(August 3, 2007) 

Township attorney Daniel J. McCarthy’s assertions that 

Defendant Moskovitz is blogger “datruthsquad” 

Evidence introduced in support of the 

allegation that Defendant Moskovitz 

is blogger “datruthsquad” 

“There are internet blog entries discussing Defendant’s 
involvement in the Township’s purchase of the Dreyer property 
and the ensuing issues with environmental problems and the 
Green Acres and the Monmouth County grants.  The blog is 
entitled ‘daTruthSquad’ and appears to have been written by 
Defendant.”  p. 3. 

None. 


